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1.0

GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1

Overview

Outdoors sports and watersports can be safe and fun for all levels of enthusiasts. This Equipment User’s
Manual is presented to enhance your enjoyment of your rental equipment and to alert you to some of the
potentially dangerous conditions that can arise in all outdoors sports and watersports. It is the Renters
responsibility to read the Equipment User’s Manual and instruct all other users in the safe operation of
rental equipment.

1.2

Contact and Emergency Information

For inquiries regarding equipment use, weather conditions, suitable areas for using your rental equipment,
please contact:
• Adventura Cayman at +1-345-525-4455
For emergency medical services, please call
• 911
Our local hospital, Georgetown Hospital can be reached at
• 345-949-8600

1.3

Safe Practices while Sporting Outdoors

1. Stay hydrated. Always bring enough water for each kayaker. It is hot in Grand Cayman, and when
exercising in the heat, it is recommended that everybody drink between two and four glasses of
water per hour. Avoid drinks with alcohol or caffeine.
2. Exposure protection. Wear hats, sunglasses and lots of sunscreen. The sun here is intense –
reapply sunscreen as recommended in manufacturer directions, and consider wearing long sleeves
if you have particularly susceptible skin.
3. Wear loose-fitting, lightweight, light-colored clothing. Avoid dark colors because they absorb the
sun’s rays.
4. Follow the Buddy System when playing in excessive heat. Take frequent cool-down breaks (such
as a dip in the sea!)
5. Be Aware. Excessive heat can lead to sunburn heat cramps, heat exhaustion and heat stroke. Signs
of heat exhaustion include cool, moist skin, heavy sweating, headache, nausea, weakness, and lightheadedness. In the event that your buddy is experiencing or exhibiting these symptoms, move them
to a cooler place, remove any tight clothing and spray the person with water. Fan the person and
ensure that they drink small amounts of cool water until the symptoms are gone.
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1.4

Introduction to Cayman Climate and Ecology

1.4.1 Watching the Weather
Grand Cayman is a beautiful Caribbean island. When you are planning your island exploration, however,
there is more to consider in terms of weather conditions than just the sun and clouds, especially for any
watersports.
Adventura Cayman staff use a resource call Wind Guru to keep track of wind speed and direction
information. This forecasting resource is available online (https://www.windguru.cz/74107). If searching
on your own, ensure that the location is set to Cayman Islands – Grand Cayman – Barkers.
Wind is crucial to take into account when planning adventure activities, as winds that are too strong may
leave you struggling or unable to make the return trip (up the creek without a paddle, as it were). Taking
wind direction into consideration plans for a more pleasant and convenient adventure, making sure you go
as much into the wind on your onset as possible when you are not yet tired, so you can ride the wind back.
For questions regarding present wind, weather and water conditions in Grand Cayman, or for a full do-ityourself orientation, please contact Adventura Cayman staff (+1-345-525-4455).

1.4.2 Cayman Flora and Fauna - You may see these on your adventures!
Mangroves
The trees that you see growing on the sea’s edge around Grand Cayman are called mangroves. They not
only tolerate salt water, they flourish in it. There are 70 species of mangroves that grow across 112 countries
in the tropics worldwide. Here in the Caribbean and in Cayman there are 3 types: the red, black and white.
The mangroves provide many important services including their acting as a storm buffer and as a nursery
for much of our island’s juvenile sea life. The mangroves are home to a very mystical and intriguing set of
creatures, an ecosystem that is often underrated and just waiting to be explored.
For more on the different types, roles and survivorship of mangroves in Cayman, call Adventura Cayman
(+1-345-525-4455) and inquire about a guided Mangrove Tour!
Iguanas
We have three types of iguanas in the Cayman Islands. The Blue Iguana is only found on Grand Cayman
and is our biggest land reptile, reaching 5 feet in length and approximately 25 lbs. More abundant is the
invasive Green Iguana. These reptiles were introduced to Cayman in the 1980’s via cargo vessels coming
from Central and South America. The nonindigenous green iguana is likely the only iguana you will see in
the wild on your stay, as they currently outnumber the native blue iguanas. In fact, in 2001 there were only
12 blue iguanas left in the whole world!
For more on the story of how the hold of the green iguana has become so strong here in Cayman, and what
is being done to combat the threat they pose to our native iguana species, visit Queen Elizabeth II’s Royal
Botanic Park. See your Adventure Map for more details and location.
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Stingrays
Southern Stingrays are among Grand Cayman’s most famous animal inhabitants, and are just as spectacular
as the reputation that precedes them! Stingray City became a famed attraction in the 1980’s, but how did it
all start? Historically, one of the main industries of the Cayman Islands was fishing. Fisherman would go
into deeper waters to fish in the morning, those outside of the shallow North Sound. However, they would
return inside the shallow barrier reef in the afternoons, seeking protection from strengthening winds and
higher waves that form later in the day. The sandbar now known as Stingray City, originally a natural
stingray hunting ground, made a perfect spot for fisherman to anchor their boats and clean their catch for
the day. After time, the clever stingrays started to associate the sound of fishermen’s’ anchor chains and
engines with free food falling from the sky!
For more about Stingray City, physiology of the Southern Stingray, feeding, holding, kissing and even for
an introduction to some of our regular rays, call Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) and inquire about
a private charter to Stingray City!
Cayman Parrot
This brightly colored bird is a subspecies of the Cuban Parrot, and is endemic to Grand Cayman. Cayman
parrots have lustrous green feathers with dark edges covering their bodies, a white eye ring, rosy red cheeks,
black ear patches and beaming blue wing feathers, only seen when this magnificent fowl is in flight. The
loud songs of the Cayman parrot can be heard from many a tree top, particularly from their favorites to
munch the fruit from, such as the Sea Grape tree and the Red Birch.
For more on the Cayman Parrot and many more of Cayman’s bird species and flora, check out Grand
Cayman’s Mastic Trail! The Mastic Trail is a 2 mile nature trail through Grand Cayman’s dry forest, some
of the last remaining subtropical, semi-deciduous dry forest in the Caribbean. See your Adventure Map for
more details and location.
Bioluminescence
Have you ever gone for a swim in water that glows? Grand Cayman’s Bioluminescent Bay (Bio Bay for
short) is a naturally forming phenomenon that has been declared a National Treasure. The glowing water is
a result of extremely high concentrations of a bioluminescent plankton called Pyrodinium bahamenese.
This little critter requires very specific environmental conditions to flourish. Grand Cayman’s Bio Bay did
not appear until the early 2000s, and if not protected could disappear at any time.
For more about the Bio Bay and why the plankton let off this bioluminescence, call Adventura Cayman
(+1-345-525-4455) and inquire about a guided tour.
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1.5

Local Laws

1.5.1 Boating Regulations
It is recommended that all participants in boating and watersports of any kind wear a personal flotation
device (PFD). Also consider communication and signaling devices including but not limited to two way
radios, signaling tube, dive flag or whistle.
When in boating channels:
•

Exiting:
Red markers on the left

•

Entering/Returning to shore:
Red markers on right (Red, Right, Return)

1.5.2 Fishing Regulations
See map provided by Department of Environment on following page regarding size regulations and
boundary areas.
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2.0

KAYAKS

Watersports are fun and challenging but involve inherent risks of injury or death. To increase your
enjoyment of the sport and to reduce your risks, use common sense and follow guideline set forth in the
manual. Please read this manual prior to inflating and using these products. As with any action sport,
recklessness, misuse, or neglect of the equipment may result in serious injury or death. By inflating these
products you hereby agree to the Rental and Liability Agreements herein.

2.1

Warning Statement

USE OF THIS PRODUCT AND PARTICIPATION IN WATERSPORTS INVOLVES INHERENT
RISKS OR INJURY OR DEATH.






Kayaks should never be used by children
except under adult supervision.
Kayaks are not intended for use by
children under 5 years of age.
Kayaks do not function as a personal
flotation device.
Always wear a flotation vest (PFD) while
using kayaks.
Never place wrists or feet through
handles.







Never swim under kayaks.
Do not jump or dive from kayaks.
Do not exceed the recommended number
of users for the particular kayak you have
rented.
Do not use while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs.
Read this Equipment User’s Manual
before use.

THE WARNING AND PRACTICES SET FORTH ABOVE REPRESENT SOME COMMON RISKS
ENCOUNTERED BY USERS AND DOES NOT PURPORT TO COVER ALL INSTANCES OF RISK
OR DANGER. PLEASE USE COMMON SENSE AND GOOD JUDGEMENT.

2.2

Safety Code

To reduce the risk of injury or death, follow these guidelines:








Carefully read this Equipment User’s Manual, which is inclusive of all information from products’
original Owner’s Manual, and follow the instructions.
Take all reasonable precautions in the use and operation of your kayak.
Teach anyone using your rented kayak about the safe guidelines you read in this Manual, and those
explained to you in person by Adventura Cayman staff, prior to use.
Know your own limits and act responsibly. Do not paddle alone. Stop when you are tired. Be in
good physical condition and be cautious in your use of this product.
Dress appropriately. Water and weather conditions can quickly cause serious conditions such as
heat exhaustion, heat stroke or hypothermia.
Periodically check all equipment to ensure safety. Call Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) if
any portion of the equipment shows signs of damage and may need to be replaced.
Do not add and hardware or attachments not otherwise supplied by the Adventura Cayman.

Please contact the Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) if you have any questions about the proper
function or safe use of this product.
Equipment User’s Manual
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2.3

Models and Weight Limits

Each model of kayak is designed to carry a certain number of passengers and amount of weight. Weight
limits are measured as the total combined weight of all passengers and all cargo. Maximum persons
allowed for use, and weight limits are as follows:

Aquaglide Panther XP
Maximum Users: 1
Weight Limit: 170 lbs/77kg

Aquaglide Chinook XP 1
Maximum Users: 1
Weight Limit: 250 lbs/113 kg

Aquaglide Columbia XP 1
Maximum Users: 1
Weight Limit: 300 lbs/136 kg

Aquaglide Chinook XP 2
Maximum Users: 2
Weight Limit: 400 lbs/181 kg

Aquaglide Columbia XP 2
Maximum Users: 2
Weight Limit: 400 lbs/181 kg

Aquaglide Rogue XP 2
Maximum Users: 2
Weight Limit: 400 lbs/181 kg
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Aquaglide Chinook XP Tandem
Maximum Users: 3
Weight Limit: 550 lbs/2

Aquaglide Columbia XP Tandem
Maximum Users: 3
Weight Limit: 600 lbs/272 kg

2.4

Equipment Pre-Check

Check all equipment prior to use. Inspect your kayak for missing, defective or worn parts. Never use if
excessive wear or damage are detected. Always wear a properly sized personal floatation device (PFD) as
is recommended by the Caymanian Government.

2.4.1 Accessories and Parts
First take a moment and locate all the components necessary for setting up your kayak. If any parts are
missing, contact Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) immediately.
Each kayak should have:
 one Fin with Quick Release Pin
 one Travel Bag
Find your model below for additional accessories:
1. Aquaglide Panther XP (Kids Kayak)
 one Panther Seat
 one Paddle
2. Aquaglide Chinook XP 1
(Single Kayak)
 one Core Seat
 one Paddle
3. Aquaglide Columbia XP 1
(Single Kayak)
 one Core Seat
 one Footrest
 one Paddle
4. Aquaglide Chinook XP 2
(Double Kayak)
 two Core Seats
 two Footrests
 two Paddles
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5. Aquaglide Columbia XP 2
(Double Kayak)
 two Core Seats
 two Footrests
 two Paddles
6. Aquaglide Rogue XP 2
(Easy Access Kayak)
 two Core Seats
 two Footrests
 two Paddles
7. Aquaglide Chinook XP Tandem
(Triple Kayak)
 two Core Seats
 two Footrests
 one Saddle Seat
 three Paddles
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2.4.2 Pumps and Fittings
Your kayak/s require the use of a pump to inflate it, with the proper fitting: Boston-type.
DO NOT OVER-FILL. DO NOT USE AN AIR COMPRESSOR. Excessively high pressure can damage
the product.
Always check for proper inflation before each use. Temperature and environmental changes can cause
changes in tube pressure. Using the kayak over or under inflated is dangerous to users and can cause damage
to the kayak. DO NOT LEAVE KAYAKS INFLATED IN THE SUN, AS THIS CAN INCREASE
TUBE PRESSURE AND BURST SEAMS.

2.5

Assembly

1.

Locate a flat, dry area with Figure 1: Valve Openings
access to the launch site. To
prevent damage to your kayak
do not setup on sharp, pointed
rocks, shells or coral. The
kayak should be carried into
position. Dragging or sliding
the product over ground, either
before or after inflation, can
cause permanent damage.

2.

Unfold the kayak completely
to prepare for inflation. The
Floor valve (#1, as shown in
Figure 1) is a Boston-type
valve. The Main valve must be
securely screwed into the Ring
Plate before inflation as shown
in Figure 2, Step 1. Inflate the
floor with the valve closed.

3.

First inflate the Floor (#1) to
1.0 psi (0,07 bar). Once
inflated, firmly cap each valve
as shown in Figure 2, Step 2.
DO NOT OVER-FILL.

4. Next prepare the Side Tube valves (#2, as shown in Figure 1), which are also Boston-type valves.
The Main valve must be securely screwed into the Ring Plate before inflation as shown in Figure
2, Step 1.
5.

Inflate the Side Tubes (#2) to 2.0 psi (0,14 bar). DO NOT OVER-FILL. Once inflated, firmly
cap each valve as shown in Figure 2, Step 2.
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6.

Next position the seat(s) in the cockpit. Seat(s) connect to the floor with Velcro (except the
Aquaglide Panther, and Aquaglide Chinook XP 1, which do not). Seats should be placed so as to
evenly balance the boat when in the water. A solo paddler should be slightly aft of the boat’s center.
With two paddlers, the heavier one should sit toward the rear. See Figure 3 for details.

Figure 3: Suggested seat positioning
Aquaglide Chinook XP*

Aquaglide Columbia XP

*For Aquaglide Panther XP, reference Aquaglide Chinook 1-Person Model for suggested seat arrangement

7. Once seat position(s) are confirmed, connect seat front straps to the accessory rings forward of each
seat using metal seat clips. Adjust front straps to bring seat back to upright position.
8. Next use back straps to lock seat back into position. Connect back straps to the accessory rings aft
of each seat using plastic clips. Back straps are designed to keep seat back upright while seat is not
in use and cannot carry high loads.
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9. If using Aqualide Panther
(Kids Kayak), skip this step.
Next position footrest(s) in
front of each paddler so that
the legs are slightly bent with
the heels resting just aft of the
footrest. Footrest connects to
the floor with Velcro.
10. To install the fin, turn the
kayak upside down. Insert the
front section of the fin into the
front portion of the finbox. Pull
the fin back while pushing it
into the finbox. When seated
properly, the Quick Release
pin, found on a small rope
nearby, will slide easily into
the hole at the back of the fin
box. See Figures 4a and 4b for
details.
11. It is possible to leave seats in
place after use. To deflate,
open the Floor valve (#1) and
Side Tube valves (#2). To
prevent tangling ALWAYS
dis-assemble
parts
in
REVERSE order (Steps 2, 1)
as shown in Figure 2.

2.6

Operation

1. The kayak should be carried into position. Dragging or sliding the product over ground can cause
permanent damage.
2. Be aware of your fin, and check the connection with Quick Release pin before each use.
3. Open the cockpit drain to remove water from the boat.
4. Know the waterways. Be aware of physical dangers including, but not limited to submerged
obstacles, strong winds and/or currents, challenging water conditions, changes in weather, wildlife
and other boaters. For any questions regarding the local weather or local wildlife, consult section
1.3 Introduction to Cayman Climate and Ecology, or call Adventura Cayman staff at +1-345-5254455.
5. Do not exceed the product’s recommended number of users or capacity for your particular kayak.
6. DO NOT leave kayak untied or unanchored while not in use. They will float or blow away!
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7. If your rental kayak shows any signs of instability or appears to have lost air pressure, discontinue
use. Check air pressure and air-holding ability. Do not continue use until these are confirmed. If
there is any question about the air-holding ability, contact Adventura Cayman staff at +1-345-5254455, as the kayak may need repair.
8. If you are using the kayak for extended trips you should bleed air pressure from the high-pressure
spring intake valves after each use and re-inflate to appropriate air pressure prior to next use.
9. DO NOT loan kayak to anyone who has not signed Adventura Cayman’s waiver. Otherwise, you,
the renter, accept full liability.

2.7

Care and Maintenance

1. Remove Core and Saddle seats and open cockpit drain. Rinse the kayak thoroughly with clear, fresh
water after use. Positioning the kayak on end, with inflation valves in the air and cockpit drain on
the floor side may better enable removal of any sand in the kayak. DO NOT USE SOAPS OR
CHEMICALS, AS THESE MAY DAMAGE THE KAYAK.
2. Always allow your kayak adequate time to dry completely before storage. The kayak will dry best
while inflated. Do not leave kayaks to dry in the sun, as long-term exposure to sunlight can damage
the kayak.
3. After each use, bleed air pressure from high-pressure spring valves by pressing the spring down.

2.8

Storage

1. It is acceptable to store your kayak inflated if you wish. Check air pressure before using.
2. Always allow your kayak adequate time to dry completely before storage. The kayak will dry best
while inflated.
3. For storage after final use before pickup, remove all air. Fold sides inward as far as possible without
bending SplashGuard™. Start at the front, roll or fold toward the back. Allow trapped air to escape
by opening valves. Store in transport bag, included.
4. Store out of direct sunlight, protected from the environment in a clean, dry location. NEVER store
uncovered, in a damp location, or on a concrete surface.
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3.0

SUP

Watersports are fun and challenging but involve inherent risks of injury or death. To increase your
enjoyment of the sport and to reduce your risks, use common sense and follow guideline set forth in the
manual. Please read this manual prior to inflating and using these products. As with any action sport,
recklessness, misuse, or neglect of the equipment may result in serious injury or death. By inflating these
products you hereby agree to the Rental and Liability Agreements herein.

3.1

Warning Statement

USE OF STAND-UP PADDLE BOARDS AND PARTICIPANTION IN WATESPORTS INVOLVES
INHERENT RISKS OF INJURY OR DEATH.







This product should never be used by
children except under adult supervision.
Not intended for use by children under 5
years of age.
This product is not a personal flotation
device.
Always wear a floatation vest (PFD) as
recommended by the Caymanian
Government.
Never place wrists or feet through
handles, straps or rings.
Do not use in water less that 48in (1,12m)
deep.








Do not use in recreational swimming
pools, within 3m (10ft.) of commercial
pool edge, or within 15ft (4,5m) of docks,
pilings, boats or other hard objects.
Never swim under product.
Do not exceed the manufacturer’s
recommended number of users for this
board.
Do not use while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs.
Read this Equipment User’s Manual
prior to use.

THE WARNING AND PRACTICES SET FORTH ABOVE REPRESENT SOME COMMON RISKS
ENCOUNTERED BY USERS AND DOES NOT PURPORT TO COVER ALL INSTANCES OF RISK
OR DANGER. PLEASE USE COMMON SENSE AND GOOD JUDGEMENT.

3.2









Safety Code
Familiarize yourself with all applicable local laws (see section 1.5 Local Laws of this manual), the
risks inherent in the sport (see section 3.1 Warning Statement of this manual), and the proper use
of the equipment.
Know the waterways.
Use caution and common sense.
Do not attempt or allow somersaults. Landing on the head or neck can cause serious injury,
paralysis or death.
Never use at night, or in low-light conditions.
Do not use on dry land.
Do not jump or dive from board.
Be cautious of any boat traffic or other obstructions. Ensure all users are capable swimmers and
are not excessively fatigued. Do not allow anyone to attempt to swim to or from the product that
are not physically able to do so.
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Always ensure that the area around the board is free of submerged logs, rocks and sandbars. Please
contact Adventura Cayman staff at +1-345-525-4455 with any questions regarding the local water
conditions in Cayman prior to use.
Only allow the use of this board without proper supervision. Secure the product when not in use to
prevent access by any other user, and to prevent it from floating or blowing away.
NEVER loan this board to anyone who has not signed Adventura Cayman’s waivers. Otherwise,
you, the renter, accept full liability.

Please contact the Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) if you have any questions about the proper
function or safe use of this product.

3.3

Equipment Pre-Check

Check all equipment prior to use. Inspect your SUP for missing, defective or worn parts. Never use if
excessive wear or damage are detected. Always wear a properly sized floatation vest (PFD) as is
recommended by the Caymanian Government.

3.3.1 Accessories and Parts
First take a moment and locate all the components that necessary for setting up your SUP. If any parts are
missing, contact Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) immediately.
Each stand-up paddle board should have:
 one Cascade Inflatable SUP Board
 one Cascade Fin
 one CROSSROADS DLX Backpack
 one SUP Paddle

3.4

Assembly

1. Remove the Cascade™ board and
parts, making sure that all contents are
accounted for. Unroll the board on
smooth, soft ground such as grass or
sand to prepare for inflation. Rocks
and concrete are abrasive and may
cause damage to the Cascade™ board,
so avoid surfaces similar to these.
2. Prior to inflation, check the valve at
the tail of the Cascade™ to confirm
that it is set in the CLOSED (Oneway) position. This will stop the air
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from escaping once it has been pumped
into the board. Push and turn the stem at
the center of the valve 45 degrees to
change the valve from OPEN to
CLOSED. When the stem stays locked
inward, the valve is OPEN for easy
deflation. From the OPEN position, push
and turn the stem 45 degrees to reach the
CLOSED position. The stem will ‘pop’
outward once the CLOSED position is
reached and the valve will allow air in,
but not out of the board. See image #1.
3. Insert the High-Pressure hose fitting into
the valve. Push inward firmly while
twisting the fitting clockwise to lock in
place. The fitting should fit very snugly
so as to allow you to reach adequate air
pressure. If the fitting cannot lock in
place, rotate it 45 degrees and it should
engage with the valve. See image #2.
4. Once the hose fitting is locked in place,
put both feet on the pump base and begin
pumping with smooth even strokes.
INFLATE TO 10.0 to 18.0psi (0,69 to
1,24 bar) for proper stiffness and
performance when being used by an
adult. Heavier users will require pressure
near the top of this range. Once the board
is properly inflated, seal the valve with
the tethered valve cap by inserting and
turning it counter clockwise.
NOTE: The Cascade board comes with
a high-pressure push pump complete
with High Pressure fitting for inflation.
This pump is designed to inflate the
Cascade™ properly, and it has the added
benefit of a built-in pressure gauge. TO
REMOVE THE HOSE FITTING you
may need to press firmly inward on the
fitting while turning it counter clockwise.
WARNING: DO NOT OVER-INFLATE. Over-inflation can cause permanent and/or nonrepairable damage to this product. Using an air compressor is the most common cause of overinflation. MAXIMUM acceptable pressure under any circumstances is 18.0 psi (1,24 bar).
5. Next, install the fin. The first step is to insert the fin tab into the fin box as shown in image #3.
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6. Slide the fin tab as far forward as possible as shown in image #4. Once in position, remove the fin
screw, leaving only the tab at the front of the box.
7. Insert the fin into the fin box and slide
as far back as possible as shown in
image #5.
8. Push the front of the fin down into the
finbox slot and carefully align the
hole in the fin tab directly below the
hole in the front of the fin. Once
aligned, use the fin screw to secure the
fin as shown in image #6. Do not
force or overtighten this screw. The
screw should engage the threads, but
turn freely for several turns before
firming up. If the screw does not
engage the threads and rotate freely,
reposition the fin slightly and try
again. Once properly threaded, snug
firmly to secure.

3.5

Operation

1. Before each use, always check for
proper air pressure, as inflatable items
may lose air slowly over time and
with varying temperature. Add or
remove air as needed.
2. Always be aware of the local conditions including wind, weather, currents and any other hazards
before you go out. For any questions regarding weather conditions, or their suitability for use of
this board, call Adventura Cayman staff at +1-345-522-4455. Use the Cascade™ in an area
protected from the wind and boat traffic, especially when unfamiliar with your abilities and the
capability of this craft.
3. Review any applicable rules and restrictions of the local environment in section 1.4 Local Laws of
this manual. Always be aware that the area under the Cascade™ may contain sharp or dangerous
objects (i.e. rocks or stumps) or many other unmarked nautical hazards.
4. Keep a safe distance from docks, boats, boat lifts, and any other structures.
5. DO NOT tie the Cascade™ to a dock! Docks and pilings frequently contain sharp elements and/or
marine growth that can puncture or damage this product.
6. Use common sense and good judgement when using this product. Many nautical hazards exist. By
piloting this vessel, you are required to be responsible for your own safety, and the safety of those
around you.
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3.6

Care and Maintenance

1. While your product has been initially treated with UV protectant, long-term exposure to sunlight
will damage the product. DO NOT LEAVE BOARD IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT WHILE NOT IN
USE. THIS CAN RAISE INTERNAL AIR PRESSURE AND BURST SEAMS.
2. Rinse with clean fresh water after each use to remove any salt and sand from board.
3. Check the inflation of your product before use. Proper inflation is critical to the performance and
safe operation of your product and will prolong damage from wear.

3.7

Storage

1. Before storing, place the product on a clean, level area. Rinse with clean fresh water and allow to
dry completely.
2. Remove ALL of the air from the product before storage.
3. Roll the Cascade™ from the nose of the board toward the open valve near the tail. Secure the rolled
product by storing it in the Crossroads™ DLX Backpack.
4. Store the product out of direct sunlight and protected from the environment in a clean, dry location.
NEVER store uncovered, in a damp location, or on a concrete surface!
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4.0 Air Pumps

4.0

AIR PUMPS

A manual air pump will be included with your rental of any inflatable equipment. It is imperative that
pressure limits be followed closely, not exceeded. This is for your safety during use of the equipment as
well as for preservation of the structural integrity of the equipment. Refer to appropriate sections of this
manual for pressure limits.

4.1

Manual Hand Pumps with PSI Gauge

Your manual pump will have a pressure gauge attached to the INFLATE valve on the pump. To inflate
your equipment, make sure the hose is attached to the INFLATE valve. To deflate equipment, ensure that
the hose is attached to the opposite DEFLATE valve.

4.1.2 Inflating
There are two strokes required for each burst of air added to your equipment – an up stroke that fills the
pump with air from outside, and a down stroke that transfers the air into the inflatable. You will only be
able to read the internal pressure of the inflatable on the DOWN STROKE. On each down stroke, monitor
the increasing internal pressure to ensure you are staying inside the pressure limits for your rented
equipment.

4.2

12V Turbo High Pressure Pump

Please read this manual prior to using this product. By using this product you hereby agree to the Rental
and Liability Agreements herein.

4.2.1 Warning Statement




This pump should never be used by
children except under adult supervision.
Never leave pump operating unattended.
Risk of electric shock: as with any
electric appliance, do not operate near
water of moisture.





Never look into, or point inflate/deflate
ports or nozzle toward eyes while pump
is in operation.
Do not use under the influence of alcohol
or drugs.
Read this Equipment User’s Manual
prior to use.

4.2.2 Safety Code
To reduce risk of injury or death, follow these guidelines:
 Power supply must be DC12v, connected to battery terminals or other suitable 12v bus.
 Store in a cool dry area, away from heat and moisture.
 Keep away from dust, SAND, debris, sand or particles that could be sucked into air intake while
operating.
 Do not operate continuously for more than 15 minutes, as overheating may occur.
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4.2.3 Operation
This powerful 12v Turbo HP Pump has a two-stage motor for quick inflation and high pressure capability
up to 20 psi.
INFLATION.
1. Position pump near valve(s) of product to be inflated.
2. Connect power cord to standard DC12v battery terminals, or to 12v cigarette lighter port, making
sure no water or moisture is present. Red alligator clip must connect securely to red (+) terminal,
and Black alligator clip must connect securely to Black (-) terminal.
3. Connect screw on end of hose to ‘Inflate Port’ of pump (see Fig.1).
4. Select proper nozzle for your application and connect to opposite end of hose. Insert nozzle firmly
into opened valve of product and set to correct pressure setting as specified in that product’s section
of this user’s manual.
5. Turn pump on using “on/off” switch located on top pump body.
6. Inflate until firm, turn pump off, then close valve.
DEFLATION.
1. Position pump near valve(s) of product to be inflated.
2. Connect power cord to standard DC12v battery terminals, or to 12v cigarette lighter port, making
sure no water or moisture is present. Red alligator clip must connect securely to red (+) terminal,
and Black alligator clip must connect securely to Black (-) terminal.
3. Connect screw on end of hose to ‘Deflate Port’ of pump on side of pump body.
4. Select proper nozzle for your application and connect to opposite end of hose. Insert nozzle firmly
into opened valve of product and turn pump on using “on/off” switch located on pump body.
5. Deflate until air is removed. Do not let pump run once air is removed.
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5.0 Bicycles and Biking

5.0 Bicycles and Biking
Outdoors sports are fun and challenging but involve inherent risks of injury or death. To increase your
enjoyment of the sport and to reduce your risks, use common sense and follow guideline set forth in the
manual. Please read this manual prior using your rental bikes. As with any action sport, recklessness,
misuse, or neglect of the equipment may result in serious injury or death. By using these products you
hereby agree to the Rental and Liability Agreements herein.

5.1

Warning Statement

USE OF THIS PRODUCT AND PARTICIPATION IN WATERSPORTS INVOLVES INHERENT
RISKS OR INJURY OR DEATH.







Always wear proper biking attire
including: closed-toed shoes, a reflective
jacket or vest, and a helmet. Never ride in
bare feet or sandals, and make sure show
laces are tied out of the way of pedals.
Do not add a motor to the product.
Do not tow or push the product.
Do not modify the product.
Replace worn or broken parts
immediately.




If anything does not operate properly,
discontinue use.
ALWAYS lock up your rental bike with
the lock provided for you. The
combination for these bikes is 2453. This
is easy to remember because the numbers
corrsespond with the word BIKE on a
phone keypad!

THE WARNING AND PRACTICES SET FORTH ABOVE REPRESENT SOME COMMON RISKS
ENCOUNTERED BY USERS AND DOES NOT PURPORT TO COVER ALL INSTANCES OF RISK
OR DANGER. PLEASE USE COMMON SENSE AND GOOD JUDGEMENT.

5.2

Safety Code

Maximum Persons: This bicycle is made to be ridden by one rider at a time for general transportation and
recreational use. It is not made to withstand the abuse of stunting and jumping.
Reflectors: For your own safety, do not ride the bicycle if the reﬂectors are damaged, or missing. Make sure
the front and rear reﬂectors are vertical. Do not allow the visibility of the reﬂectors to be blocked by clothing
or other articles. Dirty reﬂectors do not work well. Clean the reﬂectors, as necessary, with soap and a damp
cloth.
Inspect the bicycle frequently. Failure to inspect the bicycle can result in injury to the rider or to others.
Immediately call Adventura Cayman staff (+1-345-525-4455) if any parts are damaged, missing, or badly
worn.
Please contact the Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) if you have any questions about the proper
function or safe use of this product.
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5.3

Rules of the Road

Failure of the rider to obey the following “Rules of the Road” can result in injury to the rider or to
others.







Obey all trafﬁc regulations, signs, and signals.
Always wear a bicycle helmet that meets safety standards, as well as local safety standards.
Ride on the correct side of the road (LEFT here in Cayman!), in a single ﬁle straight line.
If possible, avoid riding at night, dusk, dawn and any other times of poor visibility.
It is ILLEGAL in Cayman to ride on the pedestrian walkway. All bicycles are considered vehicles
and must remain on the driving surface at all times.
NOTE! All gas stations in Cayman have FREE air fill stations, in case you ever need air or
encounter a puncture in your travels.

5.3.1 How to Navigate a Roundabout on a Bicycle
Every time you approach or enter a roundabout you must give it your full attention. Be aware of the traffic
around you. The rules are very simple:
1. Always travel in a clockwise direction with traffic. NEVER turn right onto a roundabout, or you
will turn into oncoming one-way traffic.
2. All traffic approaching a roundabout must yield to the traffic that is already on it. Traffic coming
from your right, which is already on the roundabout, has the right-of-way, and you must wait for
space to get onto it.
3. When on a roundabout, you should in theory have right of way over cars joining. However, you
can’t take it for granted people will always follow the rules.
4. If you are taking last exit or effectively turning right, you should signal right and ideally be in the
right hand lane. However, local traffic law states that cyclists can stay in the left hand lane, even
if taking the last exit. If you do stay in the left hand lane it is important to signal right, until before
the last exit where you signal left to turn off the roundabout.
5. Emergency vehicles using lights and sirens have the right-of-way.
a. If you have NOT yet entered the roundabout, the moment you hear an emergency vehicle,
pull over and allow them to pass.
b. If you ARE ALREADY ON the roundabout, NEVER stop on the roundabout. Continue
to your exit and then pull over safely on the left shoulder, and allow them to pass.
6. If you feel unsafe at very large roundabouts, you can always dismount and walk across each
intersection.
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5.3.2 Use Extra Caution in Poor Visibility
If you must ride at night or at time of poor visibility:








A white headlight and a red taillight are required to ride at night in the Cayman Islands.
Battery-powered lights or ﬂashing safety lights are also recommended.
Make sure the reﬂectors of your bicycle are correctly positioned. Do not remove the
reﬂector or replace the reﬂectors with lighted devices that look similar to reﬂectors.
Make yourself more visible to motorists.
Wear light-colored or reﬂective clothing, such as a reﬂective vest and reﬂective bands for
your arms and legs, available from Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455).
Use reﬂective tape on your helmet.
Do not let anything cover the reﬂectors.

Use extra caution in wet weather:


Ride slowly on damp surfaces because the tires will slide more easily.

Avoid these hazards to prevent loss of control or damage to your wheels:







Be aware of drain grates, soft road edges, gravel or sand, pot holes or ruts, wet leaves, or
uneven paving.
Cross railroad tracks at a right angle to prevent the loss of control.
Avoid unsafe actions while riding, such as talking on the phone, texting, smoking and
listening to music with headphones in.
Do not carry any passengers (carrying more than one person is against Cayman traffic
laws).
Do not carry any items or attach anything to your bicycle that could hinder your vision,
hearing, or control.
Do not ride with both hands off the handlebar.

ALWAYS Wear a Helmet!





Check the adjustment before every ride. To be effective, a helmet must fit and be worn correctly.
To check for correct fit:
o Place helmet on head and adjust the strap sliders below the ear on both sides.
o Buckle the chin strap. Adjust strap until it is snug. No more than two ﬁngers should ﬁt
between the strap and your chin.
o Grasp the helmet and try to rotate it to the front and rear. A correctly fitted helmet should
be comfortable and should not move forward to obscure vision or rearward to expose the
forehead.
Anything between your head and the helmet can reduce the protection. A cap, scarf, or even some
high-volume hairstyles might allow the helmet to move during an impact. Barrettes, headphones,
or anything else under your helmet can injure you if the helmet is impacted.
Avoid high heat. Do not expose your helmet to heat, such as inside a car on a sunny day. Excessive
heat can damage the liner or shell, or make them separate. Helmet should sit level on your head
and low on your forehead
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Adventura Cayman offers two helmet styles. See figure below for proper fit.

Top: Razor brand helmet fit
Bottom: Vulcan brand helmet fit
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6.0 Snorkeling

6.0

Snorkeling

Watersports are fun and challenging but involve inherent risks of injury or death. To increase your
enjoyment of the sport and to reduce your risks, use common sense and follow guideline set forth in the
manual. Please read this manual prior to using your rental snorkel gear. As with any action sport,
recklessness, misuse, or neglect of the equipment may result in serious injury or death. By using these
products you hereby agree to the Rental and Liability Agreements herein.

6.1

Snorkeling Safety Tips

1. Check wind and weather conditions. Be sure to check predicted wind and weather conditions for
the spot you wish to snorkel. If conditions are anything but clam, choose a different location. Avoid
large surf, strong currents and strong winds. If you have any questions or uncertainty about the
suitability of conditions for snorkeling, do not hesitate to call Adventura Cayman staff at +1-345525-4455.
2. Choose an interesting spot! Use Adventura Cayman’s
www.adventuracayman.com to choose a spot that interests you.

Adventure

Map

at

3. Buddy system. ALWAYS snorkel with a buddy and be sure to stay close to each other.
4. Pace yourself. It is easy to become exhausted while swimming and snorkeling. Swim slowly as to
keep your activity level where it does not demand heavy breathing. Stay near the shore, and
consider carrying a flotation device.
5. Always wear fins. Fins allow you to expend less energy when swimming, thus preventing
exhaustion.
6. Dress appropriately. The sun is more intense on the reflective surface of the water. Wear sunscreen
and reapply as directed by the manufacturer, or wear long sleeves.
7. Hands to yourself. Do not approach, touch, feed, stand on, provoke or harass marine life. Many
ocean creatures can cause irritation or harm to us if we touch them. It is ILLEGAL to feed the fish.
Be conscious that anything you take into the water, comes out with you. As we say here in Cayman,
take nothing but pictures, leave nothing but bubbles.
8. Avoid diving down unless you have had a proper orientation to skin diving, either from a dive shop
or Adventura Cayman staff. Lack of training can result in ear injuries, shallow-water blackout and
other serious conditions.
9. Never snorkel or participate in any water activities when under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
10. Most importantly, use common sense. Be aware of what is around you, and how far away you are
from shore. Look up every once in a while to reorient yourself and keep track of your buddy. Keep
an eye on the weather. If you have ANY doubt about the suitability of a snorkeling site, either call
Adventura Cayman staff (+1-345-525-4455), or select a different site. When in doubt, don’t go out.
11. Be safe and have fun!
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6.2

Basic Mask and Snorkel

Correctly fitting gear is one of the most important things for having a good time snorkeling. Adventura
Cayman staff will help you select the mask the best suits your face shape, and will provide the most
enjoyment during your visit to Grand Cayman.

6.2.1 Equipment Pre-Check
Make sure you have all your equipment before you head down to the beach:






Mask and mask strap
Snorkel with attachment piece
Fins with heel straps
Snorkel vest
Optional: other flotation devices

Consider purchasing defog to ensure the best clarity while you’re snorkeling. Name brands such as SPIT
work well. The dive shop secret is to use baby shampoo. Or ask the Adventura Cayman staff member you
delivers your gear the most economical solution! Add a few drops of defog to your mask and smear around
the whole lens with your finger. Dunk once in water, do not thoroughly rinse or the defog will dissipate off
the lens.

6.2.2 Use
Place the mask on your face and pull the strap over your head. Clear all hair or other obstructions from the
mask seal.
The mask strap should sit on the crown of your head. Adjust the strap tightness once the mask is on your
face by pulling the loose end of the straps to tighten, or pulling the outside piece of the buckle to loosen.
The mask should create a comfortable seal when you breathe in through your nose. If the mask is pinching
to where you are getting a head ache, or your eyes are being squeezed, the mask is too tight. If the mask is
too tight, it will leak!
Facial hair: men with shapely mustaches and beards are more prone to leakage because a clean seal is not
created over this facial hair. This can be combated by coating facial hair that obstructs seal with Vaseline.

6.2.3 Care and Maintenance
Rinse mask and snorkel in fresh water and hang to dry. Do not let mask and snorkel soak in water as this
will allow algae and mold to grow!
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6.3

Full Face Mask

This 180° full face mask is intended for surface snorkeling and allows you to breathe easily without lifting
your head from the surface of the water. This snorkel mask is not intended for use in freediving or scuba
diving. Please follow the instructions in this Equipment User’s Manual carefully to maximize your
snorkel experience and to maintain safe use of the product.

6.3.1 Equipment Pre-Check
When at the snorkel location, make sure there is no sand on the mask or in the snorkel tube. Sand can
scratch the mask and impair breathing. If there is sand, rinse using water to clear sand from the breathing
tube.
Once the mask is clean and ready for use, attach the breathing tube. Make sure the breathing tube is clear
of debris.
Add a few drops of defog to your mask and smear around the whole lens with your finger. Dunk once in
water, do not thoroughly rinse or the defog will dissipate off the lens.
Pull the straps of the mask over your head and check the fit of the mask on your face. It should create a full
seal around your face. Breathe normally to check for any leaks. If you feel a slight pressure change when
you breathe then you have a good seal. If the mask is too loose or too tight take the mask off of your face
and adjust the straps accordingly.
Please note that facial hair could prevent a proper seal and may cause leaking in the mask. For an optimal
experience, shave any facial hair you may have.

6.3.2 Use
This mask is designed to be used on the surface of the water rather than as a free diving mask. Once in the
water, swim on the surface and breathe calmly through either your mouth or nose. Calm breathing helps
prevent fogging. Keeping your chin slightly up will create the best breathing experience. If you feel any
obstruction to your breathing, it may be due to the snorkel being covered in water temporarily. The dry
snorkel design will prevent water from entering through the top of the snorkel. If water leaks into your
mask, simply lift your head out of the water and it will drain out of the chin valve. No need to remove your
mask to clear it of water.

6.3.3 Care and Maintenance
Rinse mask and snorkel in fresh water and hang to dry. Do not let mask and snorkel soak in water as this
will allow algae and mold to grow! Wipe the mask down with a paper towel or nonabrasive towel to prevent
water spots and then allow the mask to air dry. Store the mask in the included pouch. Avoid exposure to
direct sunlight. Avoid leaving the mask in sandy areas when not in use.
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7.0

Hammocraft

The Hammocraft is the ultimate balance of thrill and chill. Watersports are fun and challenging but involve
inherent risks of injury or death. To increase your enjoyment of the sport and to reduce your risks, use
common sense and follow guideline set forth in the manual. Please read this manual prior to using this
product. As with any action sport, recklessness, misuse, or neglect of the equipment may result in serious
injury or death. By using this product, you hereby agree to the Rental and Liability Agreements herein.

7.1

Warning Statement

To prevent injuries or accidents on the Hammocraft, follow these guidelines:






7.2












Never use the Hammocraft by yourself.
Do not let children use the Hammocraft
except under direct supervision.
Know your own limits and act
responsibly. Do not paddle alone. Stop
when you are tired. Be in good physical
condition and be cautious in your use of
this and any other watersports product.
Dress appropriately. Water and weather
conditions can quickly cause serious





conditions such as heat exhaustion, heat
stroke or hypothermia.
Periodically check all equipment to
ensure safety. Call Adventura Cayman
(+1-345-525-4455) if any portion of the
equipment shows serious signs of wear
and may need to be replaced.
Do not add and hardware or attachments
not otherwise supplied by the Adventura
Cayman

Safety Code
NEVER leave the Hammocraft unattended without being anchored.
If you DO NOT WANT to drift or move in the Hammocraft, anchor it! With the hammocks, wind
catches the Hammocraft easily. NEVER leave children unattended on the Hammocraft. Never leave
children paddling alone on the Hammocraft. Children should only use the Hammocraft when it is
anchored, and while under direct supervision.
Always wear a flotation vest (PFD) while using the Hammocraft.
Never swim under Hammocraft.
Do not jump or dive from Hammocraft.
Do not exceed the recommended number of users for Hammocraft.
Do not use while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Read this Equipment User’s Guide before use
If using on the water, always wear a properly sized floatation vest (PFD) as is recommended by the
Caymanian Government.

Please contact the Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) if you have any questions about the proper
function or safe use of this product.

7.3

Equipment Pre-Check

Check all equipment prior to use. Inspect your Hammocraft for missing, defective or worn parts. Never use
if excessive wear or damage are detected.
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7.3.1 Accessories and Parts
First take a moment and locate all the components that necessary for setting up your kayak. If any parts are
missing, contact Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) immediately.
Your rental Hammocraft should have:
 four black corner pieces
 four long silver poles
 four short silver poles
 four blue straps
 four hammocks
If you have opted to use the Hammocraft on the water, you should have also rented two SUPs or kayaks.

7.3

Assembly

1. Collect all four black
corner pieces, and two
long silver poles. Put all
other pieces aside. Lay the
two long silver poles
parallel to each other on
the floor. Attach two black
corner pieces to each of
two of the long silver
poles by inserting silver
pole into black corner until
button clicks into place.
2. Collect the two remaining
long silver poles. Insert
remaining two long silver
poles into unoccupied
ends of black corner pieces
attached to JUST ONE of
the long silver poles.
Leave the other with black
corners alone for now.
3. Now, slide the ends of the
long silver poles that are
still not attached to black
corners into the remaining
unoccupied ends of black
corners. Be careful not to
jam the long silver poles
into the black corner.
Insert silver poles into
black corner until button clicks into place. You should now have a square of long silver poles
connected with black corner pieces, with each black corner’s unoccupied opening facing the sky.
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4. If using stationary and
NOT on the water, skip
to step 9.
5. Position
flotation.
Position paddleboards or
kayaks as near to the
edge of the frame as
possible for maximum
width
to
improve
stability and ease of
entry. Edge of pole
should align flush with
the edge of board or
kayak.
6. Strap down flotation. Select a corner to strap down first. Take a strap and lay it over the inside base
bar that runs between your floats, buckle inside the square, loose end reaching outside the square.
7. Loop
the
buckle
end
under the base
bar, and take
both
the
buckle end and
the loose end
in one hand.
8. With your free hand, lift the corner of the float you are working with and slide both ends of the
securing strap under the float, outside the base square, and place the straps on the ground leaving
the buckle on the ground with 3-6” of loose strap behind it.
9. Loop
the
buckle-less end of
the strap around
the
sky-facing
unoccupied end of
the black corner
piece and insert
into the buckle.

10. Pull the loose end of the strap to tighten. Make sure the strap was inserted into the buckle the right
direction by trying to loosen the without touching the buckle. If it pulls backwards, pull the entire
loose end out of the buckle and insert in the reverse direction.
11. Attach vertical poles. Insert plain aluminum end of short poles into unoccupied ends of black corner
pieces, with the cut out slot end facing the sky.
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12. Unfurl a hammock and slide the rope into the slot
with carabineer. Carabineer can be attached either side
of the slot to adjust hammock height.

13. If using the Hammocraft in stationary
position, go no further, you’re done!
14. Boarding the Hammocraft. In shallow
water, step onto the flotation with one
person on each side. Weight distribution
is key! Keep a paddle handy to use for
balance. It is not necessary to sit at the
same time with the person from the
opposite side. Slowly enter the
hammock, holding one edge over your
shoulder and one edge under your rear
end.
15. Paddling and navigating. Similar to
paddling a kayak for canoe, paddling on
both sides will propel Hammocraft
straight forward. To turn right, have only
the person on the left paddling. To turn
left have only the person on the right
paddling.
16. Experiment with sitting upright, or crossing your feet for stability. Paddling while laying down is
also possible, and works very well for backstrokes.
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17. To exit the Hammocraft, simply stand up on your flotation device and hop off in shallow water.

7.4

Capsizing

In the rare event a Hammocraft capsizes, stay calm. Protect your head with your hands. It will be easiest to
right the Hammocraft if you swim tow it into water where you can stand. It may be useful to disconnect
hammocks before attempting to right the hammock, as they fill with water. Capsizing can be prevented by
maintaining equal weight distribution on all side of the Hammocraft.

7.5

Care and Maintenance

If your Hammocraft was exposed to any sand or salt water, rinse components (structural pieces, paddles
AND hammocks) with clean fresh water.
Hang hammocks to dry.
Dot not leave Hammocraft pieces to dry in direct sunlight, as they will get very hot. Do not leave
hammocks in direct sunlight for extended periods as they can incur sun damamge.

7.6

Storage

Do NOT leave your Hammocraft assembled and unattended for storage. It must be broken down and
stored in a safe place after each use.
Follow assembly directions above in reverse order to disassemble Hammocraft. Return pieces into storage
bags as follows:
Long, narrow storage bag:
 4 long silver poles
 4 short silver poles
 2 paddles
Small storage bag:
 4 black corner pieces
 4 hammocks
 4 blue straps
CAUTION: Structural pieces will be hot if used in direct sunlight.
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8.0

Sea Scooter

Watersports are fun and challenging but involve inherent risks of injury or death. To increase your
enjoyment of the sport and to reduce your risks, use common sense and follow guideline set forth in the
manual. Please read this manual prior to using this product. As with any action sport, recklessness, misuse,
or neglect of the equipment may result in serious injury or death. By using this product you hereby agree
to the Rental and Liability Agreements herein.

8.1











Warning Statement
This is NOT a life saving device. Do not
use as a buoyancy aid.
Be careful when transporting the sea
scooter and setting it down to avoid
crushing hazard on hands, foot or toes.
Not to be used by children under the age
of 8 and must ONLY be used by children
under adult supervision.
Sea scooter is designed for one person
use. Do not exceed maximum
recommended persons.
ALWAYS wear a Personal Flotation
Device (PFD) as recommended by the
Caymanian government.
Always inspect the swimming area to
ensure it is free of hazards or obstacles
such as boats and swimmers before using
the Sea Scooter.
Use particular caution if you have LONG
HAIR, as it is susceptible to getting
caught in the Propeller. It is
recommended that long hair be tied back
or worn in a swimming cap.
NEVER stick body parts, clothing or
other objects in the vicinity of the
Propeller. Do not wear loose or flowing
clothing or equipment that could be
drawn into the Propeller.












Only to be used in water in which the
child is within its depth and under
supervision.
Be aware of appropriate water levels,
tidal changes, dangerous currents,
weather changes and strong off shore
winds. ALWAYS scout unfamiliar water
before venturing out.
ALWAYS ensure that sufficient charge
remains in the battery to return to the
poolside, shore or surface before using
the Sea Scooter.
Do not use under the influence of alcohol
or drugs.
Do not attach your body, clothing, or
other equipment to the sea scooter in any
way.
An adult must be responsible for batter
safety at all times, during use, storage and
charging.
Use in a pool or in calm water and close
to shore. DO NOT use in the open sea.
Always charge the battery to its
maximum before using the sea scooter.
After charging is complete the battery
will continue to emit gas. Wait at least 30
minutes after charging before removing
battery from the charger or placing the
battery into the battery housing. Failure
to do so could result in an explosion.

8.1.1 Battery Use


This sea scooter is supplied with a battery
that needs to be treated carefully as it will
release potentially explosive gases
during its normal cycle of use (offgassing). Failure to do so can result in an
explosion occurring. Please read the
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entire manual thoroughly and follow all
instructions.
Always remove the battery from this sea
scooter when it is not in use and store
separately in a well ventilated area where
it is out of the reach of children and away
from heat and ignition sources.
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8.2

Before disconnecting/connecting any
cables, open the nose cone and allow two
minutes for any explosive gases to
dissipate.
Do not use/store/charge the battery in
temperatures above 40ºC (104ºF) as
excessive off-gassing may occur. Keep
the battery and this sea scooter in the
shade when not in use.
Always ensure the unit is dried
thoroughly before opening the Nose
Cone.
Only use the charger supplied with this
sea scooter.
Charge the battery as soon as possible
after use within 24 hours.
Never charge the battery in sealed
container.










Never charge the battery near water.
Never short circuit the battery or battery
connectors.
Always ensure the charger is dry before
use.
The charger gets quite warm in use - this
is normal.
If in doubt of the state of the battery,
recharge it until the indicator on the
battery charger indicates a full charge.
If the battery appears damaged or will not
charge fully, the battery must be
replaced. If battery life is noticeably
reduced, the battery should be replaced.
Always keep sea scooter out of direct
sunlight when not in use. HEAT KILLS
BATTERIES AND IT MAY EXPLODE
OR LEAK.

Safety Code



This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given
supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.



The Aqua Ranger features various safety features making it safe for kids ages 8 and up. These are
positive buoyancy, protective grilles, auto shut off when triggers are released and safety lock. Use
appropriate equipment such as wetsuit, approved life jacket, mask & snorkel etc. when using this
sea scooter.



This sea scooter is rated to 30ft, weighs 11.5 lbs including battery. This sea scooter will do speeds
up to 2.5 mph (4.0 km/h) and will run up to 1 hour with normal use.



In different waters (seawater, lake, pool) and conditions such as currents, temperature and pressure
can affect the buoyancy of the unit which may cause the unit to sink if accidentally released. DO
NOT release or leave the sea scooter in the water. Always take the unit out of water when not in
use.

8.3

Equipment Pre-Check

Check all equipment prior to use. Inspect this sea scooter for missing, defective or worn parts. Never use if
excessive wear or damage are detected.
Always wear a properly sized floatation vest (PFD) as is recommended by the Caymanian Government.
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8.3.1 Accessories and Parts
First take a moment and locate all the components that necessary for setting up your kayak. If any parts are
missing, contact Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) immediately.
You should have:
 one Sea Scooter
 one rechargeable battery
 one battery charger

8.3.2 Charging the Battery
For battery charging follow these instructions.






Off
Always ensure that the Safety Lock is in the Off position.
Always ensure that this sea scooter is out of the water,
dry and placed in a dry area.
Pull the latches down and remove the Nose Cone.
Allow two minutes for any gasses to dissipate.
Disconnect the battery cable from the housing cable by
pressing the locking feature.

On


Remove battery and place on a
level surface.

Connect the battery cable to the
charger cable.

Plug charger into mains, and turn
on the supply.
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Charging will take 14-16 hours for a fully discharged battery. When the battery is charging the red
LED is lit, when the battery is charged the green LED is lit.








Disconnect the Charger from the mains.
Unplug the battery cable from the charger cable.
Allow battery to stand for 30 minutes before using it.
When ready for use, place the battery into the housing and connect the housing cable.
Make sure the seal and sealing surfaces are clean and lubricated before replacing the Nose Cone.
Replace the Nose Cone and close the latches.

8.4







8.5









Operation
Charge the battery and install just before use.
Place the sea scooter into the water.
When ready to set off, switch the Safety Lock to the On position.
Pull and hold both Triggers to start the Propeller. (There is a short delay before the Propeller begins
to rotate).
To stop the Propeller, simply release one or both triggers.
Always set the Safety Lock to the Off position when out of the water.

Care and Maintenance
ALWAYS remove the battery from this sea scooter immediately after use.
DO NOT STORE BATTERY IN SEA SCOOTER.
Always rinse this sea scooter in fresh water and allow it to dry before storage immediately after
use.
Rinse this sea scooter in fresh water immediately after use.
The Battery Housing interior should be kept dry at all times.
If the Battery Housing interior ever gets wet, see page 23, Accidental Flooding for steps to take.
When storing this sea scooter for extended periods of time, open and remove the Nose Cone.
ALWAYS store this sea scooter vertically when not in use to prevent deformation of the
Propeller Nozzle.
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9.0

Two-Way Radios

Outdoors sports are fun and challenging but involve inherent risks of injury or death. To increase your
enjoyment of the sport and to reduce your risks, use common sense and follow guideline set forth in the
manual. Please read this manual prior using your two-way radios. By using these products you hereby
agree to the Rental and Liability Agreements herein.

9.1

Warning Statement



Before using this radio, refer to the
important operating instructions for safe
usage and radio frequency (RF) energy
awareness and control.



Do not use any of your own replacement
antennas,
batteries,
and
audio
accessories.



Do not use any portable radio that has a
damaged antenna. If a damaged antenna
comes into contact with your skin, a
minor burn can result.



Nearly every electronic device is
susceptible
to
electromagnetic
interference (EMI) if inadequately
shielded, designed
or otherwise
configured
for
electromagnetic
compatibility.
1. Facilities
a. To avoid electromagnetic
interference
and/or
compatibility conflicts, turn
off your radio in any facility
where posted notices instruct
you to do so. Hospitals or
health care facilities may be
using equipment that is
sensitive to external RF
energy
2. Hearing Aids
a. Some digital wireless radios
may interfere with some
hearing aids. In the event of
such interference, you may
want to consult your hearing
aid manufacturer to discuss
alternatives.
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3. Other Medical Devices
a. If you use any other personal
medical device, consult the
manufacturer of your device
to determine if it is
adequately shielded from RF
energy. Your physician may
be able to assist you in
obtaining this information.


Never use these radios while driving.
Pull off the road and park before making
or answering a call.



Do not place a portable radio in the area
over an air bag or in the air bag
deployment area. Air bags inflate with
great force. If a portable radio is placed
in the air bag deployment area and the air
bag inflates, the radio may be propelled
with great force and cause serious injury
to occupants of the vehicle.



Turn off your radio prior to entering any
area with a potentially explosive
atmosphere above including fueling
areas such as below decks on boats, fuel
or chemical transfer or storage facilities,
areas where the air contains chemicals or
particles (such as grain, dust or metal
powders) and any other area where you
would normally be advised to turn off
your vehicle engine.



Do not remove, install or charge batteries
in such areas. Sparks in a potentially
explosive atmosphere can cause an
explosion or fire resulting in bodily
injury or even death.
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9.1.1 Battery Safety
All batteries can cause property damage and/or bodily injury such as burns if a conductive material touches
exposed terminals. The conductive material may complete an electrical circuit (short circuit) and become
hot.







9.2

Exercise care when removing NiMH or AA batteries. Do not use sharp or conductive tools to
remove these batteries.
Exercise care in handling any charged battery, particularly when placing it inside a pocket, purse
or other container with metal objects.
Do not replace the battery in any area labeled “Hazardous Atmosphere”. Any sparks created in a
potentially explosive atmosphere can cause explosion or fire.
Do not disassemble, crush, puncture, shred or otherwise attempt to change the form of your battery.
Do not dry a wet battery or damp battery with an appliance or heat source, such as a hair dryer or
microwave oven.
If the radio battery contact area has been submerged in water, dry and clean the battery contacts
before attaching the battery to the radio

Safety Code

Before using this radio, refer to the important operating instructions for safe usage and radiofrequency (RF)
energy awareness and control.
Transmit and Receive Procedure
Your two-way radio contains a transmitter and a receiver. To control your exposure and ensure compliance
with the general population/uncontrolled environment exposure limits, always adhere to the following
procedure:
 Transmit no more than 50% of the time.
 To receive calls, release the PTT button.
 To transmit (talk), press the Push-to-Talk (PTT) button in front of the face.
 Hold the radio in a vertical position with the microphone (and other parts of the radio including the
antenna) at least one inch (2.5 centimeters) away from the nose or lips. Keeping the radio at a proper
distance is important to ensure compliance.
Note: RF exposure decreases with increasing distance from the antenna.
Body Worn Operation.
When worn on the body, always place the radio in a Motorola-approved clip, holder, holster, case or body
harness for this product.
Battery Charger Safety Instructions:
1. Turn the radio off when charging the battery.
2. Do not expose the charger to outside environment. Chargers should only be used indoors.
3. Do not operate or disassemble the charger. Do not use a charger that has been dropped or damaged
in any way.
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4. Never alter the AC cord or plug provided with the unit. If the plug will not fit the outlet, have the
proper outlet installed by a qualified electrician. An improper condition can result in a risk of
electric shock.
5. To reduce the risk of damage to the cord or plug, pull the plug rather than the cord when
disconnecting the charger from the AC receptacle.
6. To reduce the risk of electric shock, unplug the charger from the outlet before attempting any
maintenance or cleaning.
7. Use of an attachment not recommended or sold by Motorola Solutions may result in a risk of fire,
electric shock or personal injury.
8. Make sure the cord is located so it will not be stepped on, tripped over or subjected to damage or
stress.
9. An extension cord should not be used unless absolutely necessary. Use of an improper extension
cord could result in a risk of a fire and/or electric shock. If an extension cord must be used, make
sure that:
a. The pins on the plug of the extension cord are the same number, size and shape as those on
the plug of the charger.
b. The extension cord is properly wired and in good condition.
c. The extension cord size is 18 AWG for lengths up to 100 feet, and 16 AWG for lengths up
to 150 feet.
10. The supply cord of the AC adaptor cannot be replaced. If the cord is damaged, call customer service.

9.3

Safety Features

Waterproof
This radio withstand submersion under up to 1 meter of water for up to 30 minutes. The radio is resistant
to water, rain, and splashes only when the battery cover and headset accessory port are sealed. Open the
battery compartment door or headset port cover only when the radio is dry. Use of a headset accessory
should be in dry environments only. The charging base and AC adaptor are not waterproof. Do not expose
the charger to rain or snow. Charge the radios only in a dry location. Do not place wet radios into the
charging base.
WARNING: This radio floats with the included NiMH battery (800mAh). It may not float with
other batteries.
Push-to-Talk Timeout Timer
To prevent accidental transmissions and save battery life, the radio emits a continuous warning tone and
stops transmitting if you press the PTT button for 60 continuous seconds.
Built-in LED Flashlight
Press the Flashlight button to cycle between OFF, RED Light, WHITE Light and then back to OFF again.
The Flashlight will turn off when you press the Flashlight button if the RED Light is left on for more than
3 seconds. The Flashlight will turn off automatically after 30 minutes of nonactivity if the battery level is
below 50%.
Note: Turn off the flashlight when not in use to conserve battery power.
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Water Sensor
When your radio is dropped into water, the WHITE LED flashlight will be activated to help you locate and
retrieve your radio. The water sensors are located near the base of the radio. It may accidentally trigger the
WHITE LED if you place your radio on a wet surface. Keep the sensors dry and press the torch light button
to reset and turn off the flashlight.
Keypad Lock
To avoid accidentally changing your radio settings:
1. Press and hold Menu/Lock button until displays.
2. When in lock mode, you can turn the radio on and off, adjust the volume, receive, transmit,
send a call tone and monitor channels. All other functions are locked.
3. To unlock the radio, press and hold Menu/Lock button until is no longer displayed.
Please contact the Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) if you have any questions about the proper
function or safe use of this product.

9.4

Equipment Pre-Check

Check all equipment prior to use. Inspect your two-way radios for missing, defective or worn parts. Never
use if excessive wear or damage are detected.

9.4.1 Accessories and Parts
First take a moment and locate all the components necessary for setting up your kayak. If any parts are
missing, contact Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) immediately.
Each set of two-way radios should have:
 One carrying case
 2 radios
 2 rechargeable battery packs
 2 belt clips
 1 12V cigarette lighter charger
 2 microUSB cables

9.5 Operation
9.5.1 Installing the Rechargeable Battery Pack
1. Turn the radio off.
2. With the back of the radio facing you, loosen the retaining screw on the battery door and open the
cover.
3. Remove the NiMH battery pack from the clear plastic bag (do not disassemble or unwrap the battery
pack).
4. Insert the NiMH battery pack with the diagram facing you. (The ribbon should be underneath the
battery pack and should wrap around the right side of the pack for easy removal).
5. Close the battery cover and tighten the retaining screw on the battery cover.
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NOTE: The radio battery icon shows the battery charge level, from full to empty. When the radio
has one segment left, the radio chirps periodically or after releasing the PTT button (Low Battery
Alert).
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9.5.2 Using the Micro-USB Charger
The micro-USB charger is a handy port that allows you to conveniently charge your NiMH battery pack.
1. Make sure your radio is turned OFF.
2. Plug the micro-USB cable into the micro-USB charging port on your radio. Connect the other end
of the microUSB charger to wall power outlet.
3. An empty battery will be fully charged in 8 hours.
4. The battery meter on LCD will move to indicate the battery is charging.
NOTE: It is recommended to power OFF your radio while charging. However, if power is turned
on while charging, you may not be able to transmit a message if the battery is completely empty.
Allow time for the battery to charge to 1 bar before attempting to transmit a message. For optimal
battery life, remove the radio from the charger within 16 hours. Do not store the radio while
connected to the charger

9.5.3 Turning your Radios On and Off
Press and hold the Mode Switch/Power button to turn the radio On or Off.
1. In the ON position, the radio chirps and briefly shows all feature icons available on the radio.
2. The display screen then shows the current channel, code and all features that are enabled. The radio
is now in Two-Way mode.

9.5.4 Setting the Volume
From any mode, by first press on either or it will trigger volume changing and showing the current value.
1. Press to increase the speaker volume.
2. Press to decrease the speaker volume. Do not hold the radio close to your ear. If the volume is set
to an uncomfortable level, it could hurt your ear.

9.5.5 Selecting a Channel and Interference Eliminator Code
Your radio has 22 channels. The channel is the frequency the radio uses to transmit. Interference
Eliminator Codes help minimize interference by blocking transmissions from unknown sources.
Adventura Cayman staff. DO NOT under any circumstances change your channel or Interference
Eliminator Code. This is for your safety, as well as for the privacy of other renters that may be around
you. Adventura Cayman will assign all renters a channel that only they will use over the course of their
stay. Please respect others that may be around you. If you are having any trouble with interference on
your channel, please contact Adventura Cayman (+1-345-525-4455) and staff will assign you a new one.

9.5.6 Talking and Listening
To communicate, all radios in your group will be set to the same channel and Interference Eliminator
Code by Adventura Cayman staff upon delivery.
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1. To talk, press and hold the PTT button. When transmitting, icon blinks and is shown. If it is a
high power transmission, is shown. If it is a low power transmission, is shown.
2. When you are finished talking, release the PTT button.
3. When receiving, icon blinks and is shown.
4. For maximum clarity, hold the radio two to three inches away from your mouth and speak
directly into the microphone. Do not cover the microphone while talking.
5. Talk Range
a. Your radio is designed to maximize performance and improve transmission range. Do not
use the radios closer than five feet apart.
6. Power Boost
a. To boost the power of your radio to high power, press the top portion of the PTT button
when talking. If you know your party is close by, you can conserve the energy of your
battery by pushing the lower part of the PTT button to use less power. Note: If you are on
an FRS only channel (see “Channels and Frequencies”) the radio will only use low power
when either portion of the PTT button is pressed.

9.5.7 Your Radio Settings
DO NOT change any settings on your radio. Adventura Cayman staff will customize the settings to your
liking upon delivery. Here are several settings that will be in place:
Talk Confirmation Tone
Your radio is set to transmit a unique tone when you finish transmitting. It is like saying “Roger” or
“Over” to let others know you are finished talking.
VibraCall Alert
VibraCallTM is a vibrating alert that notifies you that your radio is receiving a message. This is useful in
noisy environments. When the alert is on, the radio vibrates once every 30 seconds when you receive a
message on the channel and code you set.

9.6

Care and Maintenance



When you are not using your two-way radios and/or chargers, they should be returned to their
hard carrying case. DO NOT leave radios in direct sunlight or in a hot car, as this can cause
damage to battery packs.



If your radios were exposed to sand or salt water, rinse them with clean fresh water. DO NOT use
any detergents for cleaning these radios.

9.7



Storage
Radios and all accessories and chargers should be returned to their hard case when not in use.
Remove batteries for storage before final pickup. Store in a well ventilated, cool area.
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